For the past two years people in Australia and around the world have been lied to about Covid-19, told a tissue of lies about the risks of this disease and 'the virus'.

Why? What has it all been about?
It seems we're being set up to be made compliant to multiple jabs and testing on demand, muzzling with masks, surveillance via QR codes, plus lockdowns and other restrictions at the behest of treacherous governments.

We're being set up for a lifetime of submission via a social credit system, on the back of the grossly disproportionate and ill-targeted Covid-19 response.

Those who don't conform are going to be cancelled out of society. We're seeing this now, with people who refuse to submit to the jabs being denied their livelihoods - No Jab, No Job - and prevented from participating in civil society, e.g. with many Australians denied dining in restaurants, going to the theatre and sporting events, recreational sport such as golf, etc.

Those who refuse to submit are being edged out of life...
What next? Access to bank accounts to be frozen if people haven't had the defective jabs? Being carted off to camps for 're-education'?
It's not too far-fetched to think about...look at what's happened in Canada against the brave truckers and their supporters fighting for freedom.
See how easily others have gone along with the program, and ostracised those who won't conform.

Discrimination, segregation and division is now rife in our disintegrating 'liberal democracy', where it seems most of the population has been brainwashed by a torrent of fear-mongering propaganda, and coerced to submit to the jabs. We have to fight back and expose this medical tyranny by traitorous governments, and their henchmen in the mainstream media, and medical and scientific establishment.

Now we're facing elections in Australia with candidates who've betrayed us for the past two years. How do we wake people up, and take our freedom back? The young people in particular have their futures at stake. For more background, please see below my email to Australian senator Alex Antic - Alex has fought on our behalf for evidence to support the mandates, but not much evidence has been forthcoming. Time to upend the tables on all this now...

Elizabeth Hart
Independent researcher investigating the gross over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in vaccination policy
vaccinationispolitical.net
Your initial analysis of this 'evidence' indicates there is "Nothing to support the mandates, nothing to support the coercion, nothing to support the theatre of putting masks on as you walk to your seat and then take them off when you sit down. NOTHING".

You describe the documents, which SA Health bureaucrats have been so reluctant to provide, as "a meagre 50 pages (mostly minutes of meetings)...with not a single medical journal or written piece of advice included". As you say in your media release Covid Theatre Alert! - "This requires further investigation."

Alex, this has massive implications for the upcoming South Australian state election, and the federal election in May, particularly in light of the propaganda that has poured forth from the Morrison government, and the Marshall and other state and territory governments, for the past two years. The public has been grossly misinformed about Covid-19 by rogue governments, via a severely conflicted and compromised mainstream media - what does this mean for the legitimacy of governments going forward?

Under 'emergency laws', implemented upon very questionable evidence, a handful of people in the Marshall government have controlled the lives of 1.77 million South Australians for the past two years. SA Health's directions, led by chief public health officer Nicola Spurrier, endorsed by premier Steven Marshall, and signed off by police commissioner Grant Stevens - with little or no 'opposition' from Labor leader Peter Malinauskas - have had a devastating impact on South Australia's economy and society. The free movement and association of South Australians has been severely hindered via restrictions and lockdowns, plus the imposition of testing, masks, QR code surveillance, and of course Covid-19 jab mandates, which have destroyed the principle of 'valid voluntary consent'. In this latter regard, please see my recent email to Karen Price, President of the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners: Covid-19 mandates overriding 'valid voluntary consent', 28 February 2022. (Copy attached.)

Alex, your media release is a bombshell - but where is the media coverage of this hugely important revelation, which is important not just for South Australians, but for all Australians whose lives have been grossly disrupted by the Covid debacle?

You provide a clip of your interview with Chris Kenny on Sky News on your Facebook page, but I can't find the clip on the Sky News website. Searching the internet today for other media coverage of your startling revelations turns up...nothing.

We're in a dire situation... On Saturday 19 March, South Australians go to the ballot box, and a few months later in May, all Australians are called for the federal election - but we are faced with many candidates from the Marshall/Morrison governments and Malinauskas/Albanese 'oppositions' and others, who have failed to properly represent our best interests, failed to uphold our fundamental rights, and failed to challenge the torrent of government and media fear-mongering and misinformation about Covid-19. (See my email to Scott Morrison for more background: Scott Morrison "a hypocrite and a liar" informed consent and the Covid-19 jab rollout, 10 February 2022. Copy attached.)

The mainstream media has been the major channel of Morrison, Marshall and other state and territory government misinformation and fear-mongering about Covid-19. How much taxpayers' money has been paid to the media to prop up the grossly disproportionate and ill-targeted Covid-19 response? For example, in January 2021, federal health minister Greg Hunt announced $23.9 million was to be spent on the Morrison government's "public information campaign to encourage Australians to get a COVID-19 vaccine..." How much overall have the Morrison, Marshall and other state and territory governments spent on promoting the defective fast-tracked experimental Covid-19 jabs, that don't prevent infection nor transmission, and which provide very dubious 'protection' of very limited duration, against a disease it was known from the beginning wasn't a serious threat to most people?

The Australian media has also been provided with a 100% rebate of Commercial Broadcasting Tax obligations for a period of 12 months (worth $41 million), as well as funding for producing 'public interest journalism' - clearly more accurately described as paying for propaganda! (See: Relief for Australian media during COVID-19 - Frequently asked questions.)

Media Channels Seven, Nine and Ten have also implemented Covid-19 jab mandates for their staff, which further compromises their ability to provide objective and independent news on the Covid-19 situation. Consequently, there has been little or no critical analysis of the Covid-19 jab rollout, most damningly with nothing from the taxpayer-funded ABC or SBS, which have failed dismally in their duty to the Australian people on this matter.

The Murdoch media in particular has been foremost in promoting the Morrison and state governments' Covid-19 jab campaign, including setting its own jab mandate for staff, and with News Corp Australasia's boss Michael Miller, calling upon business leaders and owners to champion the Covid-19 jab rollout, without disclosing a serious conflict of interest, i.e. that News Corp Australia is a corporate partner with the Murdoch Children's Research Institute, which is involved in vaccine research and development, including Covid-19 vaccine research with the Doherty Institute, i.e. the industry-sponsored VAX4COVID Australian Covid Vaccine
The Murdoch media's involvement in vaccine promotion goes back beyond Covid-19, and it's way past time for a close examination of the No Jab, No Pay law enacted in 2016, the bill for which was raised by then Social Services Minister Scott Morrison in 2015, in response to the Murdoch media's vitriolic campaign for coercive vaccination of children in 2013-2015, i.e. its No Jab, No Play campaign run by tabloids such as the Daily Telegraph.

The 'No Jab' concept set in place 'compliance' with an ever-increasing children's vaccination schedule, and this concept is now being used for the Covid-19 jab rollout, e.g. No Jab, No Job. After Morrison advisor Jane Halton called for No Jab, No Play for adults in relation to Covid-19 jabs in May 2020 - Jane Halton is the Chair of CEPI, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, which is a front for the vaccine industry. See this article behind the paywall in The Australian: Top adviser to Scott Morrison backs 'no jab, no play' for all. (Copy attached.) (For more background on Scott Morrison's support for the Murdoch media's No Jab, No Play campaign, see my email: No Jab, No Pay/No Play - coercive coronavirus vaccination in Australia - PM Scott Morrison and the Murdoch Media, 18 February 2021. Copy attached.)

Governments around the world have been in lockstep using the media to promote the Covid-19 jab agenda. In the United States, Chris Pandolfo of Blaze Media provides an exclusive: "The federal government paid hundreds of media companies to advertise the COVID-19 vaccines while those same outlets provided positive coverage of the vaccines". Pandolfo reports: "Hundreds of news organizations were paid by the federal government to advertise for the vaccines as part of a "comprehensive media campaign."...The Biden administration purchased ads on TV, radio, in print, and on social media to build vaccine confidence, timing this effort with the increasing availability of the vaccines. The government also relied on earned media featuring "influencers" from "communities hit hard by COVID-19" and "experts" like White House chief medical adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci and other academics to be interviewed and promote vaccination in the news."

Alex, please see attached a copy of Chris Pandolfo's article - this is essential reading in light of the emerging failure of the Covid-19 jabs, including safety issues - the expenditure of taxpayers' money to aggressively promote these highly questionable medical interventions must be challenged.

It seems the Biden government and Morrison government were in lockstep in supporting the vaccine industry. It's time now to investigate other countries' use of propaganda to promote the Covid jabs, e.g. the other Five Eyes countries - the UK, Canada and New Zealand - which all had a strikingly similar, and seemingly coordinated, fear-mongering response to Covid-19. In her book State of Fear, Laura Dodsworth describes how the Boris Johnson / UK government weaponised fear in response to Covid-19, using behavioural science and nudge theory to manipulate people and scare them into submission - what was the ultimate goal of the fear-mongering? To make people submit to 'the vaccines'?

Some media is regretting its part in promoting government propaganda, e.g. Denmark's leading tabloid Ekstra Bladet berating the Fourth Estate - including itself - for failing to hold government ministers to account for hospital admissions data during Covid-19, with many Covid hospitalisations likely being incidental, i.e. patients 'with Covid' but admitted to hospital for something else. But it's not just the media's failure to interrogate the data, there has been outright censorship of dissenting views on Covid-19, with critical thinking people, including doctors, scientists, politicians and people generally, being denied open and frank discussion on the Covid-19 response. This includes conflicted media such as News Corp Australia shaping the narrative to suit its own corporate agenda, failing to disclose conflicts of interest, and shutting down alternative viewpoints, for example in rejecting subscribers' comments on Covid-19 articles on publications such as The Australian.

Alex, the Australian people, the world's people, have been grossly misled about the Covid-19 situation for the past two years by those with vested interests. Given the treachery of the past two years, how do we deal with this vitally important issue? With elections looming and a grossly misinformed public having to make decisions on future government, Australian democracy is in serious jeopardy.

Public health policy must be freed from the chains of corruption - conflicts of interest must be exposed and challenged now.

Kind regards
Elizabeth Hart
Independent researcher investigating the gross over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in vaccination policy
vaccinationispolitical.net
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